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Week 1 Assignment: Find a ball 
to toss or play catch.  

Goal Areas 
Targeted

□ Early 
Language

Toss or roll the ball back and forth.  

As you do, model, “I have the ball.” “You have the ball.  
Can I have the ball?”  Encourage your child to use those 
words as well.  Include other family members where 
possible!  (ex: “She has the ball now.”)

Extension: add an adjective to your sentence (such as 
color, shape, or size).  Example: “I have the big red ball.”

Work on following directions, too!  Example: “Toss the 
ball in the corner.”  “Toss the ball up, then pass it to me.”

• Turn taking
• Expanding sentences
• Pronouns
• Asking questions and 

requesting
• Subject/verb 

agreement
• Following directions

□ Older 
Language

Look at the ball before tossing it back and forth. 

Ask your child to describe it, using full sentences and 
prompt with the following questions if necessary: What 
kind of thing is this? [toy]  What does is look like? [color, 
shape, size]?  Where do we find it? [location]

Compare the ball to something else near you.  Ask: What 
is the same about these?  What is different?

Model correct grammar as needed.  Say, “I am throwing 
the ball.  I just threw the ball.”

• Describing
• Similarities
• Differences
• Expanding sentences
• Subject/verb 

agreement
• Irregular past tense 

verbs

□ Speech   
Sounds

Have your child say his/her target word five times (or 
target phrase/sentence twice) before tossing the ball.

• Articulation – all sounds
• Phonology – all patterns

□ Fluency
(Stuttering)

Have your child practice his/her fluency enhancing 
strategies before tossing the ball.
Ex:  easy onset:  “I---------- am tossing the ball.”

chunking/phrasing: “I am tossing  (pause) the ball.”

• Fluency enhancing 
strategies
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Week 2 Assignment: Find some paper and 
crayons/pencil/markers.

Goal Areas 
Targeted

□ Early 
Language

Put the paper on the table, but place the drawing tools 
out of reach.  When your child reaches for one, model, 
“Can I have a (blue) crayon?”  Encourage your child to 
ask a full question each time he/she wants to switch 
colors, and model as needed.  Take turns sharing the 
crayons.

Have your child follow one and two step directions.  Ex: 
”Draw a blue circle.”  ”Draw a face on the circle, then 
make a hat.”

Have your child draw a picture, then describe it, using full 
sentences.  Draw one yourself and model!  “Look, I 
drew a cat.  The cat is chasing a mouse.  They are in a 
house.”  Expand on what your child says as needed to 
model (ex: “I make cat.”  “Yes, you made a cat!”).

• Asking questions and 
requesting

• Turn taking
• Following directions
• Basic concepts
• Expanding sentences
• Pronouns
• Subject/verb 

agreement

□ Older 
Language

Have your child draw a picture of a location of his/her 
choice.  (This can be a real place or an imaginary one!)

Ask your child to describe the picture, using full 
sentences and prompt with the following questions if 
necessary: “What kind of place is this? Where do we 
find it?  How would it be used?  Who would be there?  
What other things could we see there?  How could we 
get there?  How or when was it made or created?”

Make up a short story together about this place.  (It 
can be silly if you want!)  Compare it to places you have 
been in real life.  

• Describing
• Similarities
• Differences
• Expanding sentences
• Subject/verb 

agreement
• Irregular past tense 

verbs
• Answering questions

□ Speech   
Sounds

Have your child draw at least three things with his/her 
target speech sounds on the page.  Practice saying 
them at least 5 times each.

• Articulation – all sounds
• Phonology – all patterns

□ Fluency
(Stuttering)

Have your child child draw a picture of his/her choice, 
then describe it to you, using his/her fluency enhancing 
strategies.
Ex:  easy onset:  “I---------- drew a cat.”

chunking/phrasing: “The cat is (pause) chasing a mouse.”

• Fluency enhancing 
strategies
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Week 3 Assignment: Find some 
play dough or clay.

Goal Areas 
Targeted

□ Early 
Language

Put the play dough out of reach; when your child 
reaches for it, model, “Can I have the play dough?” and 
encourage your child to repeat the request.  Continue 
the conversation with something like: “Yes, you can have 
the play dough, and I like how you asked!  What color is 
this play dough?”

Ask your child to follow basic directions while you play 
with the play dough.  Ex: “Can you make a big ball?  Now 
let’s make a long snake.”  Then, have him/her give you 
directions!

See how many different foods you can think of to 
make together, and take turns requesting a “bite” with a 
full sentence.  Ex: ”Can I have a small cookie?”

• Asking questions and 
requesting

• Following directions
• Basic concepts
• Categories
• Expanding sentences
• Pronouns
• Subject/verb 

agreement

□ Older 
Language

Have your child make an animal of his/her choice out of 
the play dough.  (This can be a real animal or an 
imaginary one!)

Have him/her describe their animal to you, using 
complete sentences, and including details about where 
they live, what they eat, if it is extinct or imaginary, and 
if it has any strengths or weaknesses.  Compare it to 
other animals – how is it the same or different?
If it is a real animal, you can look up more information 
together.  Talk about what more you might want to 
know first!  (Ex: ”When did this dinosaur live?” “What do 
pandas eat?”)

• Describing
• Similarities
• Differences
• Expanding sentences
• Subject/verb 

agreement
• Irregular past tense 

verbs
• Asking questions

□ Speech   
Sounds

Have your child make at least three things with his/her 
target speech sounds out of play dough.  Practice 
saying them at least 5 times each.

• Articulation – all sounds
• Phonology – all patterns

□ Fluency
(Stuttering)

Have your child child make anything of his/her choice 
from the play dough, then describe it to you, using 
his/her fluency enhancing strategies.
Ex:  easy onset:  “I---------- made cookies.”

chunking/phrasing: “I made (pause) some cookies.”

• Fluency enhancing 
strategies
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About the Author:  
Natalie Snyders is an ASHA certified speech-language 

pathologist who has been working in the school setting since 
graduating from Eastern Illinois University in 2009.  You may 
contact her at natalie@slpnataliesnyders.com or sign up for 
her email newsletter at www.bit.ly/NatalieSnydersNewsletter.  
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If you are in need of other speech-language ideas, please check out 

my blog (www.slpnataliesnyders.com) or other materials 

(www.shopnataliesnyders.com)!  

Find an overall explanation of speech & language disorders in the 

school setting at bit.ly/slphandouts.
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